Full High Definition CCTV
Having high definition CCTV installed not only helps protect your gym and
equipment, but also contributes toward the safety of members as they train.
Detailed identification images are captured of members faces as they enter
and state of the art panoramic cameras help track movements of everyone
inside your facility with a 365 degree view.

Converting your gym to a 24 hour facility involves more than simply opening a door.

We work hard to ensure that your duty of care, security of premises and staff, plus full
integration are all taken care of, so your changeover to 24 hour operation happens as
seamlessly as possible.
?
Monitored CCTV with Visual Verification of

all alarms

Visual Verification of all Alarms

?
Tailgating detection system (Optional Addition)
?
Full integration with membership software
?
Complete building automation
?
State of the art intruder detection
?
Automated security

VISUAL VERIFICATION

An important component of our automation system is a feature called ‘visual
verification’. This means that for any alert that is sent from the gym, an operator
at our monitoring station will dial into the cameras in the gym to check the
cause of the alarm, before calling key holders. This feature ensures that in
genuine emergencies the emergency services will be contacted immediately,
contributing to members safety.

?
Energy efficiency
?
Security for members at all times

Security

?
Staff only areas secured 24 hours

Our intuitive security system knows when there are no members in the gym
and arms the entire security system within the gym, disarming only when a
valid member scans in. This means that the security of your gym is always
maintained.
Ensuring that no one goes behind reception after staffed hours is a challenge
in a 24 hour gym. Installing gates, shutters and bars can make the gym feel
uninviting and more like a prison than a fitness centre, but for most gyms this
has been the only way to secure reception.

?
Access control
?
24 hour back to base monitoring
?
Wireless panic buttons for members
?
Duress call stations
?
24 hour national support desk

Software Integration
Kudos Security are industry leaders in secure 24 hour gym technology and
integration. Our goal is to have every aspect of your gym work seamlessly
together. Our system is not just an access control system, but a full automation
utility, combining your gym’s CCTV, alarm and access control with your
buildings utilities and gym member management software.

Finance Available
Kudos Security Solutions is able to offer finance packages to get you started, as well as a built in
system of earning income through membership sales. Talk to us today about financing solutions to
bring your centre up to full 24/7 automation - just another way we work to provide you with a
complete solution.
With most large chains opening up and offering their customers 24 hour access, it is a wise business
decision for independents and smaller chains to do the same. Utilising automation functionality and
integration with your existing club membership software, all without the need for additional staff,
work hours and expenses.

Automation
Our aim is to arm the gym’s security system and switch off your utilities when
there are no members left in the gym. Doing so will reduce the sites carbon
footprint and also reduce any wasted electricity which will result in significant
savings. We want to do this so safely and not turn off lights on members that
may be left in the gym. Working alongside the other aspects of your system to
ensure the safest experience for members ensuring that the lights are only
turned off when all valid members have left the facility.

